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本论文是采用 J2EE 进行开发，采用 MVC 的开发思想进行分层开发。运用 JSF
强大的 UI 组件做视图部分。业务控制层方面采用了 EJB3.0 技术来实现业务逻辑











































The network teaching platform design by the specialists, provides a teaching, the study, the 
management environment for the teacher and the student and the superintendent. The practical 
teaching is the university engineering course education important link. However because the 
practical teaching and the theoretical teaching synchronization carries on, the massive work are 
completing extracurricularly by schoolmate.schoolmate's mutual communication is impeded.Thus 
is unable to realize knowledge effective sharing. Although present overseas already had some 
network teaching platform to solve the above problem to a certain extent, but most is only aims at 
the theoretical teaching the content, can complete the teaching process the basic task, but is 
insufficient to coordinated support between study group's. Therefore, the inner link embarked 
specifically from practical teaching various links, designs with realizes one take to raise the 
student independent learning capability to become the topic which as the characteristic practical 
network teaching platform was worth studying.  
From the practical teaching of the subject in every link of the specific internal relations,this 
paper design and realize a self-learning  the practical teaching platform which is training the 
student’s self-learning ability. The platform based on a teacher-led, student-centered "double 
master" approach to teaching as a guide to students of self-learning ability and team spirit,so that 
students can plan their own learning and actively participate in interactive and take the initiative to 
explore the knowledge and timely feedback from teachers, enjoy the fun from learning   
The paper first analyzes the current management system for insititution of teaching and put 
on the objectives of their research ideas and research. Then put on research target and plan.This 
system aim at helping teacher more convenient in their teaching,release teaching courseware and 
video,release course’s attention,and so on. Teacher assisdent can evaluate on the plantform 
including different stages of project inspection.It makes students can share the resources on line 
including declareing project and approvaling project.  
This paper adopt J2EE to carry on the development, uses MVC the development thought to 
carry on the lamination development. It uses powerful UI components of JSF as viewer The 















database aspect uses MySQL to make the data lastingly, the server uses JBOSS to come to carry 
on the issue, the deployment to the system. 
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